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Live Imaging of Calcium Dynamics during Axon
Degeneration Reveals Two Functionally Distinct Phases of
Calcium Influx
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Calcium is a key regulator of axon degeneration caused by trauma and disease, but its specific spatial and temporal dynamics in injured
axons remain unclear. To clarify the function of calcium in axon degeneration, we observed calcium dynamics in single injured neurons
in live zebrafish larvae and tested the temporal requirement for calcium in zebrafish neurons and cultured mouse DRG neurons. Using
laser axotomy to induce Wallerian degeneration (WD) in zebrafish peripheral sensory axons, we monitored calcium dynamics from
injury to fragmentation, revealing two stereotyped phases of axonal calcium influx. First, axotomy triggered a transient local calcium
wave originating at the injury site. This initial calcium wave only disrupted mitochondria near the injury site and was not altered by
expression of the protective WD slow (WldS) protein. Inducing multiple waves with additional axotomies did not change the kinetics of
degeneration. In contrast, a second phase of calcium influx occurring minutes before fragmentation spread as a wave throughout the
axon, entered mitochondria, and was abolished by WldS expression. In live zebrafish, chelating calcium after the first wave, but before the
second wave, delayed the progress of fragmentation. In cultured DRG neurons, chelating calcium early in the process of WD did not alter
degeneration, but chelating calcium late in WD delayed fragmentation. We propose that a terminal calcium wave is a key instructive
component of the axon degeneration program.
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Significance Statement
Axon degeneration resulting from trauma or neurodegenerative disease can cause devastating deficits in neural function. Understanding the molecular and cellular events that execute axon degeneration is essential for developing treatments to address these
conditions. Calcium is known to contribute to axon degeneration, but its temporal requirements in this process have been unclear.
Live calcium imaging in severed zebrafish neurons and temporally controlled pharmacological treatments in both zebrafish and
cultured mouse sensory neurons revealed that axonal calcium influx late in the degeneration process regulates axon fragmentation. These findings suggest that temporal considerations will be crucial for developing treatments for diseases associated with
axon degeneration.

Introduction
Calcium dysregulation contributes to axon and dendrite degeneration during developmental pruning (Kanamori et al., 2013;
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Yang et al., 2013), as a result of injury (Schlaepfer and Bunge,
1973; Ziv and Spira, 1993; Ouardouz et al., 2003; Avery et al.,
2012; Mishra et al., 2013; Villegas et al., 2014), and in neurodegenerative diseases (Mattson, 2007; Berridge, 2011). Wallerian
degeneration (WD) occurs in axon fragments that have been
separated from their cell body by injury (Waller, 1850) and is a
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Figure 1. Cytoplasmic calcium rises immediately after axotomy and immediately before axon fragmentation. A, RB neuron in a 2 dpf zebrafish larva expressing DsRed (left) and GCaMP-HS (3
right) before (⫺30 s) and after (17 and 37 s) laser axotomy. GCaMP-HS fluorescence traveled as a wave away from the axotomy site toward both the cell body and into the axon fragment. Arrow
points to the axotomy site. Scale bar, 100 m. B, Plot of relative GCaMP-HS fluorescence intensity changes in regions 50 m distal and proximal to the axotomy site (n ⫽ 12). The GCaMP-HS
fluorescence waves were similar in distal and proximal directions. C, Plot of relative GCaMP-HS fluorescence intensity changes at several distances from the axotomy site in the distal axon fragment
(n ⫽ 12). The GCaMP-HS fluorescence waves diminished in magnitude with distance from the axotomy site. The average velocity of GCaMP-HS fluorescence waves was 2.66 m/s, measured as time
to fluorescence peak. D, RB neuron in a 2 dpf zebrafish larva expressing DsRed and GCaMP-HS. Times after axotomy are indicated in minutes. GCaMP-HS fluorescence rose minutes (62– 64 min)
before fragmentation (64 – 66 min). Arrow points to the axotomy site. Scale bar, 100 m. E, Plot of GCaMP-HS fluorescence intensity changes throughout the lag phase, starting 5 min after axotomy,
measured in 1 min intervals (n ⫽ 4 neurons in 4 fish). GCaMP-HS fluorescence rose minutes before fragmentation. Frag, Fragmentation. F, Magnification of a separated branch of the axon shown
in D; magnified area corresponds to the dotted box. Note that calcium increased between 60 and 62 min after axotomy, but signs of fragmentation (arrowheads) were not apparent until 64 min after
axotomy.
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Movie 1. Calcium wave induced by axotomy travels away from the injury site. Shown is a
time-lapse movie of a sensory neuron expressing DsRed and GCAMP-HS. Minutes after axotomy
are indicated.
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immediately after damage, a region of axon near the injury site
fragments through a process termed acute axonal degeneration
(Kerschensteiner et al., 2005). Second, a lag phase of variable
duration occurs, during which the detached axon remains intact.
Third, a fragmentation process rapidly degrades the axon into
small pieces that will be cleared by phagocytic cells. The WD slow
(WldS) protein potently delays fragmentation, thus lengthening
the lag phase of WD (Lunn et al., 1989; Coleman et al., 1998;
Conforti et al., 2000; Mack et al., 2001; Adalbert et al., 2005;
Hoopfer et al., 2006; Martin et al., 2010; Kitay et al., 2013). WldS
is a chimeric protein that contains the NAD-producing enzyme
NMNAT1 (Mack et al., 2001). Axon protection by WldS requires
NMNAT1’s enzymatic domain, but the specific cellular processes
that it impinges upon are unclear (Araki et al., 2004; Avery et al.,
2009; Conforti et al., 2009). It has been proposed that WldS
dampens axonal calcium and production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) to protect axons (Avery et al., 2012; Calixto et al.,
2012; O’Donnell et al., 2013). These two processes intersect in
mitochondria because mitochondrial calcium overload can lead
to reduced ATP production and the opening of the mitochondrial transition pore, which induces ROS to damage axons (Barrientos et al., 2011; Villegas et al., 2014). Calcium also promotes
axon degeneration by activating the protease calpain, which
breaks down neurofilaments (Schlaepfer and Zimmerman, 1985;
Glass et al., 1994; Yang et al., 2013).
A complete understanding of calcium’s role in WD will require determining its temporal and spatial distribution in injured
axons. In this study, we address this issue by imaging calcium
dynamics in single axons in live zebrafish from injury to fragmentation. This analysis revealed two distinct phases of calcium influx during axon degeneration: a local initial wave just after
axotomy and a global terminal wave just before fragmentation.
Chelating calcium late in the degeneration process in fish embryos and in cultured mouse DRG neurons delayed or disrupted
axon fragmentation. Our findings suggest that the terminal calcium wave plays a key role in executing axon fragmentation.

Materials and Methods

Movie 2. Terminal calcium wave precedes fragmentation. Shown is a time-lapse movie of a
sensory neuron expressing DsRed and GCAMP-HS. Minutes after axotomy are indicated.

tractable model for dissecting the functions of calcium in axon
degeneration (Wang and Barres, 2012). During the initial stages
of WD, calcium plays a positive role in sealing axonal membranes
(Yawo and Kuno, 1985; Eddleman et al., 1997; Godell et al.,
1997). However, calcium’s predominant role in WD is in promoting axon fragmentation. For example, chelating extracellular
calcium (Schlaepfer and Bunge, 1973; Mishra et al., 2013), blocking voltage-gated calcium channels (George et al., 1995; Knöferle
et al., 2010), or inhibiting calcium release from intracellular
stores (Ouardouz et al., 2003; Villegas et al., 2014) all delay axon
fragmentation. Conversely, increasing calcium promotes axon
degeneration (Schlaepfer, 1977; Glass et al., 1994; George et al.,
1995; Knöferle et al., 2010; Mishra et al., 2013). Despite the key
role that calcium plays in WD, when and where it functions to
promote fragmentation is unclear.
WD proceeds through a stereotyped, molecularly regulated
sequence of cellular events (Coleman and Freeman, 2010). First,

Animal care. For all experiments, fish were raised on a 14 h/10 h light/
dark cycle at 28.5°C. Zebrafish embryos were maintained in a 28.5°C
incubator. All fish experiments were performed at larval stages, when
male and females cannot be distinguished. All zebrafish experiments
were approved by the Chancellor’s Animal Research Care Committee at
the University of California, Los Angeles. All mouse experiments were
approved by the Rockefeller University Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee and were conducted in compliance with the National
Institutes of Health’s Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.
The sex of mouse embryos was not determined.
Plasmid injections. To achieve transient, mosaic gene expression in
zebrafish sensory neurons, ⬃10 pg of each transgene was injected at the
one-cell stage into wild-type AB or nacre (Lister et al., 1999) embryos or
embryos of the transgenic lines described below. Embryos were screened
for fluorescent transgene expression in trigeminal or Rohon–Beard (RB)
neurons at 24 – 48 h postfertilization (hpf) using a Zeiss Discovery.V12
SteREO fluorescence dissecting microscope.
Zebrafish imaging and axotomy. Zebrafish embryos were mounted in
1.2% low-melt agarose in a sealed chamber, as described previously
(O’Brien et al., 2009). Both trigeminal and RB neurons were used for
analyses. Axotomy was performed with a femtosecond laser on a Zeiss
LSM 510(meta) two-photon microscope, also as described previously
(O’Brien et al., 2009; O’Donnell et al., 2013). Time-lapse imaging was
performed using a mechanized stage with a 20⫻ air objective on a Zeiss
LSM 510 confocal microscope using MultiTime software. Depending on
the experiment, imaging intervals varied between 2 s and 20 min, as
indicated in graphs and figure legends.
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Figure 2. Mitochondrial calcium increases after cytoplasmic calcium influx induced by axotomy and just before fragmentation. A, Peripheral axon arbor of an RB neuron in a 2 dpf zebrafish larva
expressing DsRed and Mito-GCaMP-HS before (⫺13 s) and after (25 and 38 s) laser axotomy. Mito-GCaMP-HS fluorescence intensity rose in mitochondria near axotomy site (arrow). B, Plot
comparing relative fluorescence intensity changes in GCaMP-HS and Mito-GCaMP-HS in regions 50 m distal to the axotomy site (n ⫽ 9 neurons for GCaMP-HS and 12 neurons for Mito-GCaMP-HS).
The Mito-GCaMP-HS fluorescence rose with similar kinetics in the cytoplasm and mitochondria, but remained elevated for longer in axonal mitochondria. C, Spatial comparison of calcium rises in
cytoplasm (GCaMP-HS, green) and mitochondria (mitoRGECO, red) after axotomy (indicated in seconds). Arrow points to site of axotomy, bracket indicates extent of cytoplasmic calcium wave, red
arrowheads indicate mitochondria with elevated calcium, and white arrowheads indicate locations of mitochondria with baseline calcium. Note that mitochondrial calcium increases followed
cytoplasmic calcium increases. D, RB neuron in a 2 dpf zebrafish larva expressing RFP and Mito-GCaMP-HS after axotomy. Times after axotomy indicated in minutes. Arrow indicates axotomy site.
Area boxed in left panel is magnified in the right panels. Asterisk indicates proximal end of the severed axon branch. Arrowheads point to mitochondria in the magnified panels: red arrowheads
indicate mitochondria with high GCaMP fluorescence, yellow indicates intermediate fluorescence, and white indicates low fluorescence. Note that calcium diminished between 11 and 52 min after
axotomy, just before fragmentation. Fragmentation has just begun at the 72 h time-point in this axon. E, Plot comparing relative fluorescence intensity changes in GCaMP-HS and Mito-GCaMP-HS
in regions 50 m distal to the axotomy site, starting 10 min after axotomy, measured in 1 min intervals (n ⫽ 8 cytoplasmic measurements and 16 mitochondrial measurements). Note that
Mito-GCaMP-HS fluorescence intensity diminished gradually through the lag phase, but increased minutes before fragmentation. Bar above graph indicates approximate time of fragmentation. F,
Box plot showing duration of terminal calcium rise in cytoplasm and mitochondria starting when a calcium increase was first detected and ending when fragmentation was first detected
(n ⫽ 16 –18). Imaging intervals were 22– 62 s for mitochondria and 29 –135 s for cytoplasmic measurements. N.S., Not significant.
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Plasmid transgenes. All plasmid transgenes
were constructed using the MultiSite Gateway
tol2kit system (Kwan et al., 2007). As described
below, p5E, pME, and p3E entry vectors were
recombined together into the pDestTol2pA
Destination vector.
Crest3:Gal4;14xUAS:WLDs-t2a-Dsred was
made by recombining together p5E-Crest3
(Uemura et al., 2005), pME-Gal4VP16;
14xUAS, and p3E-WLDs-t2a-Dsred (Hoopfer
et al., 2006; Provost et al., 2007; Martin et al.,
2010).
Crest3:LexA:4xLexAop:Parvalbumin and
Crest3:LexA;4xLexAop:Parvalbumin(E61V)
were made be recombining together p5ECrest3, pME-LexAVP16;4xLexAop (Lai and
Lee, 2006), and p3E-Parvalbumin or P3EParvalbumin(E61V) (Pusl et al., 2002). The
parvalbumin cDNA was obtained from Add- Movie 3. Mitochondrial calcium increases at the end of the WD lag phase. Shown is a time-lapse movie of a sensory neuron
gene (plasmid #17287). The E61V mutation expressing DsRed (left) and Mito-GCaMP-HS (right). Seconds after axotomy are indicated.
was introduced with site-directed mutagenesis.
levels and two-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s post test was used
Crest3:LexA;4xLexAop:GCAMP-HS was made by recombining tofor analysis of axon fragmentation in zebrafish.
gether p5E-Crest3, pME-LexAVP16;4xLexAop, and p3E-GCaMP-HS
(Muto et al., 2011).
10xUAS:mitoRGECO was made by recombining together p5EResults
10xUAS (Kwan et al., 2007), pME-mitoRGECO (Zhao et al., 2011; EsterIn vivo imaging of cytoplasmic calcium after laser axotomy in
berg et al., 2014), and p3E-polyA (Kwan et al., 2007).
zebrafish sensory neurons reveals two phases of calcium
10xUAS:Mito-GCAMP-HS was made by recombining together p5Einflux
10xUAS (Kwan et al., 2007), pME-GCAMP-HS (Muto et al., 2011), and
To monitor calcium dynamics in single axons in living animals,
p3E-polyA (Kwan et al., 2007).
we expressed the calcium sensor GCaMP-HS (Muto et al., 2011)
BAPTA-AM application. A BAPTA-AM treatment protocol was optiin larval zebrafish somatosensory neurons. Experiments were
mized empirically to maintain the health of the animal and integrity of
performed in stable transgenic lines for widespread expression
the skin. Single neurons expressing DsRed and GCAMP-HS were generand with transient transgenesis for sparse expression. To achieve
ated as described in the Results. Embryos were mounted in agarose for
broad expression, we crossed a somatosensory neuron specific
imaging and laser axotomy, freed from the agarose, placed back in Ringdriver line (Isl[ss]:Gal4, UAS:DsRed) to a GCaMP-HS effector
er’s medium for 10 –30 min, and then immersed for 20 min in 200 M
line (UAS:GCaMP-HS) (Muto et al., 2011; Rieger and Sagasti,
BAPTA-AM diluted in calcium-free Ringer’s medium with 10 mM EDTA
2011). To express the calcium sensor in single, isolated neurons,
and 0.05% Pluronic F127. Embryos were then washed in calcium-free
Ringer’s medium three times and remounted in calcium-free agarose for
we transiently injected a Gal4 driver transgene (Crest3:Gal4,
imaging.
UAS:DsRed) at the one-cell stage into UAS:GCaMP-HS fish.
DRG neuronal cultures. DRGs were dissected from E12.5 mouse emBoth methods achieved coexpression of cytoplasmic DsRed and
bryos. DRG explants were plated on poly-D-lysine/laminin-coated 24the calcium sensor in the two larval populations of zebrafish sowell plates in neurobasal medium supplemented with 2% B27, 0.45%
matosensory neurons, trigeminal neurons innervating the head
glucose, 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 U/ml streptomycin, and 50 ng/ml
and RB neurons innervating the body. WD was induced by sevmouse NGF. At 1 d in vitro (DIV1), a final concentration of 10 M
ering single peripheral axons with a laser and monitoring
5-fluoro-2⬘-deoxyuridine and 10 M uridine was added to the cultures.
GCaMP-HS fluorescence with confocal time-lapse microscopy
Axons were cut with a microscalpel on DIV3. To chelate extracellular
(O’Brien et al., 2009). This method allowed us to observe relative
calcium, 5 mM EGTA was added to the medium, as indicated.
changes
in axonal calcium levels from injury to fragmentation.
Data analysis and presentation. Zebrafish confocal image stacks were
In invertebrate models and cultured neurons, a wave of
projected into 2D images using Zeiss Zen software. The Zeiss Zen
calcium influx follows axon injury (Ziv and Spira, 1993;
profile tool was used to measure axonal length and average
Ghosh-Roy et al., 2010; Adalbert et al., 2012; Avery et al., 2012;
GCaMP-HS intensity over a 50 m axonal segment at each time
Cho et al., 2013; Mishra et al., 2013). To determine whether a
point. All changes in GCaMP-HS intensity were normalized to
GCaMP-HS intensity in images obtained from the same axonal segsimilar calcium increase occurs in vivo in vertebrate axons, we
ment 2–20 min before axotomy. GCaMP-HS intensity data were animaged GCaMP-HS immediately after laser axotomy of pealyzed with Excel and SigmaPlot. To plot changes in GCAMP-HS
ripheral sensory axons. GCaMP-HS fluorescence increased
intensity over time, normalized average intensity values were binned
within 2 s of axotomy (Fig. 1 A, B, Movie 1). This calcium wave
into 5 s or 1 min bins. Graphs of averaged data show second order
traveled away from the injury site with similar dynamics both
polynomial fit and individual average data points. Error bars show
proximally (toward the cell body) and distally (toward the
SEM for each time point unless otherwise indicated. Axonal fragmenaxon tip) (Fig. 1B), but dampened with time and distance (Fig.
tation in zebrafish was assessed as described previously (Martin et al.,
1C). More than 100 m away from the injury site, fluorescence
2010).
changes
were minimal. In the majority of axons, fluorescence reFor quantification of axon degeneration in DRG cultures, distal axons
turned to baseline in ⬍5 min (2.36 ⫾ 1.55 min SD, n ⫽ 15). These
in randomly chosen fields were examined. Any sign of fragmentation was
results demonstrate that, like in other systems, axotomy induces a
scored as degenerated. Degeneration was quantified as the percentage of
local and transient calcium wave near the axotomy site.
all axons scored as degenerated in each culture.
Imaging calcium dynamics throughout the entire process of
Statistical analysis. GraphPad Prism software was used to analyze data.
axon degeneration has been challenging because it occurs over
Student’s t test or Mann–Whitney test were used to analyze GCaMP-HS
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fragmentation, GCaMP-HS fluorescence
rose again in the distal axon fragment
(Fig. 1 D, E, Movie 2), but not in the proximal axon, which does not degenerate.
This calcium increase occurred before
overt signs of fragmentation (Fig. 1F ).
Calcium influx during this phase progressed through the entire distal fragment as a wave and remained high
throughout the fragmentation process.
Unlike the initial wave, this terminal
wave did not always initiate at the injury
site, but could begin at any axon branch
tip or apparently from within the fragment (waves starting at injury site ⫽
29%, waves starting at a distal tip ⫽
59%, n ⫽ 17). Notably, when multiple
branches were separated by axotomy,
each branch fragmented at slightly different times (Fig. 1D, Movie 2). Without
exception, the timing of calcium elevation and fragmentation were always correlated: branches that experienced
calcium elevation first underwent fragmentation first. The fact that the terminal wave of calcium influx invariably
preceded simultaneous fragmentation
of the entire distal branch suggests that
calcium influx is likely functionally coupled to axon fragmentation.
Calcium dynamics in the matrix of
axonal mitochondria echo cytoplasmic
calcium dynamics
Calcium overload can trigger mitochondrial damage, which is thought to play an
instructive role in axon degeneration
(Barrientos et al., 2011; Avery et al., 2012;
Fang et al., 2012; O’Donnell et al., 2013;
Figure 3. WldS suppresses the terminal, but not the initial, phase of cytoplasmic and mitochondrial calcium influx. A, Graph Breckwoldt et al., 2014; Villegas et al.,
showing time to fragmentation of severed axons in wild-type (WT) and WldS-expressing neurons. No WldS-expressing axons 2014). Previously, we found that axotomy
fragmented within 10 h after axotomy (n ⫽ 10 WT and 24 WldS-expressing neurons). Experiments for both WT and WldS- of zebrafish peripheral axons disrupted miexpressing neurons were performed in stable transgenic lines expressing the fluorescent protein KikGR, as described previously tochondrial transport, morphology, and
(Martin et al., 2010). ***p ⬍ 0.005. B, Plot of relative GCaMP-HS fluorescence intensity changes in regions 50 m distal to the
oxidation state locally just after axotomy
axotomy site in WT and WldS-expressing neurons (n ⫽ 12 WT and 17 WldS neurons). GCaMP-HS fluorescence waves were similar
and then throughout the axon immediately
in the two conditions. C, Plot showing GCaMP-HS fluorescence intensity changes in WT and WldS-expressing neurons over a 4 h
period, starting at 30 min, imaged in 1 min intervals (n ⫽ 4 WT and 4 WldS neurons). Note that none of the axons in WLdS- before fragmentation (O’Donnell et al.,
expressing cells fragmented nor exhibited a calcium increase during the imaging period. **p ⬍ 0.01. D, Plot comparing relative 2013). The similarity between the spatial
fluorescence intensity changes in Mito-GCaMP-HS in regions 50 m distal to the axotomy site of WT and WldS-expressing neurons, and temporal dynamics of calcium influx
starting 10 min after axotomy, measured in 1 min intervals (n ⫽ 17 WT and 10 WldS-expressing neurons). There was no statistical and mitochondrial damage prompted us
difference in the peaks of fluorescence intensity between the two conditions. Note that Mito-GCaMP-HS fluorescence intensity to hypothesize that cytoplasmic calcium
diminished gradually through the lag phase in both conditions, but increased in WT just before fragmentation. Upon returning to enters mitochondria to damage them. To
baseline (⬃60 min after axotomy) Mito-GCaMP-HS fluorescence remained close to baseline in WldS-expressing neurons.
visualize calcium changes in mitochondria of degenerating axons, we localized
GCaMP-HS to the mitochondrial matrix
several days in many WD models and dynamics in single axons
with a Cox8-targeting sequence (Mito-GCaMP-HS). In unincan be obscured when imaging entire nerves. Recently, calcium
jured axons of neurons expressing Mito-GCaMP-HS, the perimaging in cultured neurons revealed that calcium also increases
centage of mobile axonal mitochondria was 27.1% (n ⫽ 7 axons),
toward the end of the lag phase (Adalbert et al., 2012). Because
consistent with our previous observations (O’Donnell et al.,
WD in zebrafish sensory axons occurs in ⬍3 h, we were able to
2013). Mitochondrial density was similar in neurons expressing
image calcium dynamics with high temporal resolution in the
Mito-GCaMP-HS and MitoDsRed (O’Donnell et al., 2013)
entire detached fragment throughout the complete process of
(Mito-GCaMP-HS density ⫽ 2.7 ⫾ 0.49 per 20 m, MitoDsRed
axon degeneration. After the initial injury-induced wave, calcium
density ⫽ 2.3 ⫾ 0.45 per 20 m), indicating that Mitolevels remained at baseline for the majority of the lag phase of
GCaMP-HS does not alter mitochondrial distribution.
WD. However, a few minutes (5.8 ⫾ 2.43 min SD, n ⫽ 16) before
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As with cytoplasmic calcium, axotomy caused calcium increases in mitochondria progressively from the injury site out
(Fig. 2A–C). The kinetics of mitochondrial calcium influx near
the injury site were similar to those of cytoplasmic calcium, but
mitochondrial calcium increases appeared to be relatively delayed (Fig. 2B) and calcium levels in mitochondria took substantially longer to return to baseline than in the cytoplasm (Fig.
2B,E). To determine definitively whether mitochondrial calcium
increases followed cytoplasmic calcium increases, we simultaneously expressed GCaMP-HS in the cytoplasm and the red fluorescent calcium sensor RGECO in mitochondria (Zhao et al.,
2011; Esterberg et al., 2013). MitoRGECO fluorescence consistently increased only after GCaMP-HS increased in the
surrounding cytoplasm (Fig. 2C). This result suggests that injuryinduced cytoplasmic calcium enters mitochondria and correlates
with the spatial distribution of mitochondrial dysfunction
(O’Donnell et al., 2013).
Because cytoplasmic calcium rises at the end of the WD lag
phase (Fig. 1 D, E), we also monitored mitochondrial calcium
during this phase. Before the end of the lag phase, mitochondrial
calcium near the injury site had returned to baseline (Fig. 2 D, E).
However, a few minutes before fragmentation, mitochondrial
calcium rose globally throughout the detached fragment (Fig.
2 D, E). We were not able to resolve the sequence of mitochondrial and cytoplasmic calcium increase definitively during this
terminal phase, but in the averaged data, the spike in calcium
occurred slightly later in mitochondria than in the cytoplasm
(Fig. 2E, Movie 3). Although the average time from calcium elevation to fragmentation was somewhat shorter, this difference
was not statistically significant, indicating that, as in the initial
wave, calcium increases in these two compartments were tightly
coupled (Fig. 2F ). This observation is consistent with the possibility that an increase in cytoplasmic calcium led to mitochondrial calcium overload, which damaged mitochondria just before
fragmentation.
WldS does not affect the initial injury-induced calcium influx
after axotomy but suppresses the later calcium wave
WldS potently delays axon degeneration in many neurons, including zebrafish somatosensory neurons (Coleman and Freeman, 2010; Feng et al., 2010; Martin et al., 2010; Rosenberg et al.,
2012; O’Donnell et al., 2013). WldS has been proposed to function at least in part by suppressing calcium increases immediately
after axotomy (Avery et al., 2012). To test this model, we expressed WldS and GCAMP-HS in the same neurons. Surprisingly, even though WldS expression delayed fragmentation
(Fig. 3A), neither the magnitude nor duration of the initial calcium wave was altered (Fig. 3B, Movie 4).
Because a phase of calcium influx always preceded fragmentation in wild-type axons, we investigated whether this calcium
increase occurred at a particular time after axotomy or if it was
exclusively coupled to axon fragmentation. Because injured
WldS-expressing axons do not fragment for at least 12 h after
axotomy, we imaged calcium in WldS-expressing axon fragments
for several hours after axotomy. After the initial axotomyinduced calcium increase, there were no additional phases of
calcium increase for at least 4 h (Fig. 3C), suggesting that the
coincidence of the late phase of calcium influx and fragmentation
seen in control neurons may be functionally significant. Because
WldS can alter mitochondrial function and calcium buffering
(Barrientos et al., 2011; Avery et al., 2012), we also imaged calcium in mitochondria of WldS-expressing sensory neurons after
axotomy. Neither the kinetics nor the spatial distribution of mi-
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Movie 4. WldS does not alter the initial calcium wave induced by axotomy. Shown is a
time-lapse movie of a sensory neuron expressing DsRed, GCaMP-HS, and WldS. Seconds after
axotomy are indicated.

tochondrial calcium dynamics was altered by WldS, relative to
controls (Fig. 3D).
Additional axotomies do not change the timing
of fragmentation
The fact that the first wave of calcium influx occurs in WldSexpressing axons indicated that it was not sufficient to induce axon
degeneration. This finding suggests either that the first wave of calcium influx does not regulate the timing of fragmentation or that
WldS acts on processes downstream of this phase of calcium influx.
To further examine the function of the initial wave, we performed
multiple axotomies on the same axon fragment, reasoning that, if
this phase of calcium influx is instructive, then axon fragmentation
may be accelerated by repeated damage (Fig. 4A,B).
Additional axotomies induced additional transient local
waves of calcium influx. When an axon was axotomized twice
within 2 min, the peak of the initial calcium wave was substantially prolonged, but the length of the lag phase did not change
(Fig. 4 B, C,E). Similarly, when a second axotomy was inflicted
60 – 65 min after axotomy, the magnitude of each new wave was
similar to the first, but the duration of the lag phase was unaltered
(Fig. 4 D, E). The lag-phase duration was also not altered by axotomizing an axon fragment 3 times (data not shown, n ⫽ 2).
These results collectively suggest that neither the duration nor
frequency of the initial axotomy-induced calcium wave determines the timing of axon fragmentation.
Cell-autonomous chelation of calcium delays degeneration of
zebrafish sensory axons
To determine whether the calcium increases that we observed
after axotomy regulate degeneration, we expressed the calciumbinding protein parvalbumin in somatosensory neurons. Paravalbumin expression blunted the initial injury-induced calcium
wave, indicating that it was an effective chelator (Fig. 5A). Both
the terminal phase of calcium influx and the onset of fragmenta-
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Figure 4. Multiple axotomies induce additional calcium influx, but do not affect the timing of axon fragmentation. A, Diagram illustrating double axotomy experiment. B, Representative RB
neuron in a 2 dpf animal expressing DsRed, shown before (0 min) and after (10 and 86 min) axotomy. Yellow arrow indicates site of first axotomy, red arrow indicates site of second axotomy. Axotomy
sites were 50 m apart. Often, the region between the two axotomy sites immediately degenerated, as in this example, but it is not clear whether this was due to tissue damage or acute axonal
degeneration. Note that fragmentation of distal regions cut twice occurred with similar kinetics to regions cut once. Scale bar, 100 m. C, Plot comparing relative GCaMP-HS fluorescence intensity
changes in regions 50 m distal to the axotomy site in axons cut once (black) or twice within 90 s (red) (n ⫽ 12 for single cut, 4 for double cut). Arrowhead indicates start of fluorescence intensity
changes after the first cut in a double-cut axon; arrow indicates fluorescence intensity changes after the second cut in a double-cut axon. Bracket indicates interval when imaging was interrupted
to perform the second axotomy. Note that the second cut caused calcium levels to stay high for longer than in single-cut axons. D, Plot comparing relative GCaMP-HS fluorescence intensity changes
in regions 50 m distal to the axotomy site in axons cut once (black, same as in C) or after the second cut of an axon cut twice ⬃1 h apart (red) (n ⫽ 12 for single cut, 4 for double cut). E, Graph
showing time to fragmentation of axons severed once or twice (n ⫽ 15 for single cut, 10 for 0.5–5 min second cuts, and 6 for 60 – 65 min second cuts). Note that additional axotomies did not alter
the time to fragmentation.

tion were delayed in axons of parvalbumin-expressing cells
relative to controls (Fig. 5 B, C). As in wild-type axons, a terminal
phase of calcium influx always preceded fragmentation by a few
minutes (Fig. 5B). Mutating the calcium-binding domain of
parvalbumin (Pusl et al., 2002) suppressed its ability to delay
fragmentation (Fig. 5C). These results suggest a cell-autonomous
role for calcium in determining the timing of axon degeneration,
but do not distinguish whether its primary effect on WD is reducing the initial calcium wave or delaying the terminal wave.
Chelating calcium after the initial phase of calcium influx
slows zebrafish sensory axon fragmentation
The observation that parvalbumin expression delayed axon fragmentation indicates that calcium plays an instructive role in axon
degeneration. However, increasing the length or frequency of the
initial calcium influx phase did not alter the kinetics of degeneration (Fig. 4), raising the possibility that calcium’s most direct
role in WD is during the terminal wave. To reduce calcium in a
temporally controlled manner in live zebrafish, we bathed larvae
in the cell-permeable chelater BAPTA-AM. Because chelating
calcium in a live animal is detrimental to its health, we tested
multiple concentrations and methods of BAPTA-AM introduction and chose the regime that caused the least general toxicity to
the animals (Fig. 5D). Calcium imaging demonstrated that this
manipulation reduced baseline calcium in axons both before and
after axotomy (data not shown and Fig. 5E).

Fifteen to 30 min after axotomy, larvae were incubated in
BAPTA-AM for 20 min (Fig. 5D). This treatment did not significantly alter the timing of fragmentation onset (Fig. 5F), but dramatically slowed the process of fragmentation (Fig. 5G, Movie 5). In
some cases, fragmentation of the detached axon lasted ⬎100 times
longer than in controls (Fig. 5G). Fragmentation was also no longer
synchronous, usually beginning at an axon tip and slowly progressing through the fragment. Strikingly, the spatial progress of fragmentation always proceeded in the same direction as the preceding
terminal calcium wave (Movie 5). These results suggest that the terminal phase of calcium influx plays an instructive role in the execution of axon fragmentation.
Chelating calcium late, but not early, during WD of cultured
mouse sensory neurons delays axon fragmentation
To complement our findings in zebrafish, we evaluated the
temporal requirements for calcium during WD in cultured
mouse sensory neurons. Many features of WD in cultured
neurons are similar to WD in vivo (Vargas and Barres, 2007;
Coleman and Freeman, 2010) and cultured neurons provide a
clearer setting for pharmacological experiments. DRGs were
dissected from E12.5 mouse embryos and grown in culture. At
DIV3, axons were severed with a microscalpel and degeneration was scored at 1 h intervals starting at 4 h after axotomy
(Fig. 6). In control neurons, most axons had degenerated by
9 h after axotomy, but in neurons treated with 5 mM EGTA,
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Figure 5. In vivo calcium buffering specifically in neurons or after the first wave of calcium influx alters degeneration kinetics. A, Representative plots of GCaMP-HS fluorescence
intensity changes in regions 50 m distal to the axotomy site in WT, parvalbumin (PV)-expressing neurons and PV(E61V)-expressing neurons. Note that PV reduced the initial calcium
wave, but PV(E61V) did not. B, Representative plots of GCaMP-HS fluorescence intensity changes in regions 50 m distal to the axotomy site in WT and PV-expressing neurons, starting
at 37 min, imaged at 1 min intervals. Traces end when the axons fragmented. Note that PV prolonged the lag phase. Similar results were observed in four PV-expressing axons. C, Graph
showing time to fragmentation of severed axons in control (DsRed- and GCaMP-HS-expressing neurons), PV-expressing neurons, and PV(E61V)-expressing neurons [n ⫽ 12 DsRedexpressing neurons, 7 GCaMP-HS-expressing neurons, 23 PV-expressing neurons, and 16 PV(E61V)-expressing neurons]. *p ⬍ 0.05. D, Diagram illustrating the protocol for BAPTA-AM
experiments. E, Plot of GCaMP-HS fluorescence intensity changes during the terminal calcium wave in control and BAPTA-AM-treated zebrafish, aligned to the time that a calcium rise
was first detected. Traces end when axons fragmented. In BAPTA-AM-treated animals, the calcium rise was blunted and the duration of the fragmentation process was prolonged (n ⫽
16 control and 9 BAPTA-AM-treated animals). Also note that calcium levels in BAPTA-AM-treated animals dipped just before they increased. By a Mann–Whitney U test, one time point
(⫺4 min) was significantly different between BAPTA-AM-treated and control traces ( p ⫽ 0.0321), but differences were not significant at the other time points. F, Plot of time to terminal
fragmentation in control and BAPTA-AM-treated animals. BAPTA-AM did not significantly alter the time to calcium increase (n ⫽ 16 control and 11 BAPTA-AM-treated animals). G, Plot
of time to completion of fragmentation in control and BAPTA-AM-treated animals (n ⫽ 11 control and 11 BAPTA-AM-treated animals). **p ⬍ 0.01.

most axons were intact at 9 h after axotomy. When EGTA was
added to the culture just before axotomy and removed 2 h
later, the timing of axon fragmentation was similar to controls. However, when EGTA was introduced 2 h after axotomy,
axons were mostly intact at 9 h after axotomy, similar to when
EGTA was present throughout the experiment. These results
suggest that extracellular calcium influx relatively late during
the lag phase of WD is required for the timely onset of axon
fragmentation.

Discussion
Two waves of cytoplasmic calcium entry during
axon degeneration
Understanding how axon physiology changes during WD could
provide insight into mechanisms of axon degeneration during
pruning, trauma, and disease. In this study, we used live calcium
imaging of damaged axons to identify two distinct phases of calcium influx during WD. During the first phase, calcium influx is
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either independently or downstream of
the initial wave of calcium influx.
Our data are consistent with the possibility that, rather than promoting degeneration, the initial calcium wave is benign.
This wave may even play a protective role
in promoting membrane resealing after
axotomy (Yawo and Kuno, 1985; Eddleman et al., 1997; Godell et al., 1997). The
local nature of the first phase of calcium
influx may explain why it does not immediately destroy the entire detached axon
fragment. Large calcium increases during
this phase were mostly confined to within
100 m of the injury site, correlating with
the region where mitochondria are damMovie 5. BAPTA-AM exposure slows the process of fragmentation. Shown is a time-lapse movie of a sensory neuron expressing aged (O’Donnell et al., 2013). MitochonDsRed (left) and GCAMP-HS (right). Minutes after axotomy are indicated.
dria or other axonal factors beyond this
region may move into the injurytransient and local to the axotomy site; during the second phase,
proximal area to preserve it throughout the lag phase. In support
calcium sweeps throughout the detached axon fragment.
of this idea, when we cut an axon a second time ⬍100 m from
Identifying the specific sources of calcium during each phase
the original axotomy site, the entire intervening segment often
of calcium influx could allow independent manipulation of each
immediately degenerated (Fig. 4B). In principle, it is possible that
wave to better understand their specific functions. Calcium can
the initial calcium wave activates a cascade of events, or “timer,”
enter the cytoplasm through openings in the plasma membrane
that ultimately causes axon fragmentation. If this were true, then
created by damage (Ziv and Spira, 1993), through cation chanthis calcium timer was not affected by exposing cultured neurons
nels in the plasma membrane (George et al., 1995; Ghosh-Roy et
to EGTA. Moreover, because additional axotomies in zebrafish
al., 2010; Knöferle et al., 2010), or from intracellular stores
neurons neither accelerated nor delayed fragmentation, this
(Ouardouz et al., 2003; Ghosh-Roy et al., 2010; Villegas et al.,
timer could only be set once.
2014), all of which have been implicated in WD. During the first
phase of calcium influx, passive diffusion through membrane
What is the function of the terminal phase of calcium entry in
openings is likely the initial source of calcium (Ziv and Spira,
axon degeneration?
1993) and propagation may occur through plasma membrane
In contrast to the initial calcium wave, the terminal phase of calcium
calcium channels (Ghosh-Roy et al., 2010). The trigger for the
influx swept through the cytoplasm and mitochondria of the entire
terminal calcium influx phase is unknown, but because EGTA
axon and always preceded fragmentation by a few minutes. In axons
delayed axon fragmentation in cultured mouse DRG neurons
of WldS-expressing neurons, which never fragmented during our
undergoing WD (Fig. 6), extracellular calcium is likely essential
experiments, we never detected a later calcium wave, consistent with
during the latter part of the lag phase. Inhibitors of voltage-gated
the hypothesis that the terminal calcium wave causes fragmentation.
calcium channels and ER channels can both delay degeneration
The global permeation of calcium into the entire axon fragment
(George et al., 1995; Ouardouz et al., 2003; Villegas et al., 2014),
during this phase could cause fragmentation in at least two ways:
suggesting that both calcium sources are likely involved in
activating the protease calpain (Glass et al., 1994; Yang et al., 2013) or
propagation.
overloading mitochondria to trigger opening of the MPTP (Barrientos et al., 2011; Avery et al., 2012; Villegas et al., 2014), leading to
What is the function of the initial phase of calcium entry
energy deficiency and ROS release. However, the quick progression
during axon degeneration?
from the initial rise in calcium to axon fragmentation suggests
The initial wave of injury-induced calcium influx traveled into
that additional calcium-dependent processes may contribute to
the distal axon fragment, which eventually degenerated, and the
fragmentation.
proximal axon stump, which did not. Multiple axotomies, which
Chelating calcium with three different approaches— expressresulted in multiple calcium waves, did not alter the length of the
ing parvalbumin in zebrafish sensory neurons, exposing animals
WD lag phase in the distal fragment. Chelating calcium during
to BAPTA-AM after the initial wave, or treating cultured neurons
the first 2 h of the degeneration process in cultured mouse DRG
with EGTA late in the lag phase— disrupted WD in different
neurons did not affect the timing of axon fragmentation. Toways, hinting that calcium plays distinct roles at particular times
gether, these observations imply that the initial calcium wave is
and/or places to regulate fragmentation onset and duration. In
not sufficient or required to cause degeneration. It has been prozebrafish, parvalbumin expression delayed the onset of fragmenposed that WldS protection acts in part by blunting the initial
tation, whereas BAPTA-AM exposure dramatically slowed the
calcium wave (Avery et al., 2012), but we did not detect differprocess of fragmentation itself. Chelation with these two methences in the magnitude or duration of this initial wave in WldSods differed temporally (before vs after axotomy), spatially (in
protected axons. A study of calcium dynamics in cultured rodent
the cytoplasm of just the injured neuron vs throughout the anineurons also concluded that WldS did not alter initial calcium
mal), and likely in the degree to which they depleted calcium. The
entry (Adalbert et al., 2012). The reason for this discrepancy is
delay in the process of fragmentation caused by BAPTA-AM exunclear, but may be due to differences in the experimental sysposure was variable but dramatic. Strikingly, axon fragmentation
tems (live zebrafish and cultured rodent sensory neurons vs exposed Drosophila motor nerves). We propose that WldS acts
always progressed in the same direction as the calcium wave,
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Figure 6. Chelating calcium late in WD delays axon fragmentation in cultured mouse DRG neurons. A, Experimental design. Shaded areas indicate the period of treatment with 5 mM EGTA. B,
Quantification of axon degeneration at the indicated time points after axotomy (see A for legend). Error bars indicate SD (n ⫽ 3). C, Representative phase contrast images of uncut and cut DRG axons
at 9 h after axotomy. Each condition is labeled as in A.

further strengthening the connection between calcium increases
and axonal fragmentation.
Chelating calcium with EGTA in DRG neuron cultures allowed us to test the requirement for cacium early and late
during the WD lag phase directly. Chelating calcium starting
30 min before axotomy through the first 2 h of the WD lag
phase did not affect the timing of axon degeneration, supporting the notion that the initial calcium wave is benign. In contrast, chelating calcium with EGTA later in the lag phase in
DRG cultures and by exposing fish to BAPTA-AM both disrupted fragmentation: EGTA delayed the onset of fragmentation in cultured neurons and BAPTA-AM slowed the process
of fragmentation itself in fish. EGTA specifically removes extracellular calcium and, in these experiments, only affected
neurons, whereas BAPTA-AM, a membrane-permeable chelator, could have entered subcellular compartments and
affected neighboring cells. These differences may have contributed to the slightly distinct outcomes of these experiments,
but it is also likely that calcium chelation was less effective in
the zebrafish experiments (because fish were not viable in
higher concentrations of BAPTA-AM) and thus may not have
been sufficient to prevent initial calcium influx events that
trigger the terminal calcium wave. Nonetheless, despite their
differences, both experiments point to a key role for later
calcium influx in axon degeneration.
How the terminal calcium wave in WD is initiated remains a
mystery. Determining whether endogenous factors known to

regulate WD, such as NMANT2 (Gilley and Coleman, 2010),
DLK/JNK (Miller et al., 2009; Xiong and Collins, 2012; Yang et
al., 2015), and SARM1 (Osterloh et al., 2012; Gerdts et al., 2013;
Yang et al., 2015), affect this calcium wave may provide insight
into the molecular events controlling axon destruction.
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